
MINERAL DETECTIVE

CONCEPT

Mineral resources can be
classified in many
different ways.

LEARNING OUTCOME
The students will learn to
analyze and classify
different types of
minerals and be able to
tell some of the products
that come from them.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
Language Arts, Science,
Social Studies

SKILLS/PROCESSES:
classify, observe, discuss,
organize, synthesize

KEY VOCABULARY:
luster, color, hardness,
weight, magnetic,
mineral, rock, texture

MATERIALS: 
per group -mineral
specimens, magnifier,
nail, piece of tile, magnet,
small squirt bottle (or cup
and eye dropper) of
vinegar, balance, mineral
poster or guide books to
identify samples—pages
from Teacher Background
could be used

Background
Elements are the simple materials the earth is made of.  They are
the building blocks that group together to form different minerals.
Minerals are made up of one or more elements.  All inorganic mate-
rials are formed from one or more mineral products, and life is sus-
tained by mineral nutrients. 

Rocks are mixtures of minerals.  Ore is the name for rock that con-
tains a deposit of one or more important minerals.  Rocks and min-
erals are identified and classified by texture, hardness, color,
weight, and other physical characteristics.

Geologists and mineralogists do many things to identify rocks and
the minerals they contain.

They break rocks open with hammers to see how they split
(cleavage).  They observe the color, transparency, and luster (glassy,
pearly, metallic, etc.).  They perform hardness tests and tests with
chemicals.  They smell rocks when they are wet.  They also feel
them and sometimes taste them.

Preparation
Obtain sets of different mineral samples of approximately the same
size.  Get a wide variety of color, texture, and weight.  Some sugges-
tions:  gypsum, halite (salt), chalcopyrite (peacock ore), iron pyrite,
rose quartz, magnetite,  ulexite (TV rock), colored fluorite, galena,
mica, calcite (Iceland spar), and graphite. Note: The TV rock and
Iceland spar have interesting optical qualities.  They both transfer
images to their surfaces of whatever they are placed upon.  The Ice-
land spar doubles the image. Have enough “sets” so children can
work in small groups. 

Keep one set aside that is labeled with the names of the minerals.

POINT OF INQUIRY

How can you tell one
mineral from another?
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Learning Activity
Ask the students the following questions to assess their knowledge
of the subject and to stimulate interest in the activity:

Why is it important to be able to classify rocks and minerals? On
what basis do you think early classification systems were 
designed?

1.  Tell students that today they will be acting as rock detectives.
They will be identifying unknown minerals that make up
rocks. Ask the children to look carefully at the samples and
divide them into groups by looking for things about them that
are the same as well as how they are different.  Then ask them
to tell why they divided them the way they did.

2.  Ask the children then to sort and identify the samples by:

a.  Luster–metallic, glassy, shiny, dull...

b.  Texture–bumpy, smooth, scratchy, gritty...

c.  Weight–Use a balance and another object, like a block, to
sort the samples into “heavier,” “same,” and “lighter.”

d.  Hardness–Can the samples be scratched with a fingernail
or an iron nail?  Will it write on the back of a piece of bath-
room tile?

e. Color- transparent/opaque, single color or multiple colors

f.  Magnetic ability–Will it attract a paper clip?  Will a magnet
attract it?

g. Reaction with acid- Does it bubble when vinegar is dropped
onto it?

3.  Show students products or pictures of products made from
some of the samples you have chosen.  Suggestions:
Halite–table salt; ulexite (TV rock) –borax type cleaners;
quartz–glassware; coal–plastics; chalcopyrite (copper ore) and
sphalerite (zinc ore)–pennies; magnetite (iron)–nails;
limestone–cement; gypsum–sheetrock; fluorite–starting ma-
terial for fluoride in toothpaste.

Note: If the class cannot work well in small groups, have the 
activities be teacher-demonstrated or better, have other adults or
upper grade children assist the groups.

Check for Understanding
1.  Show students a rock with obvious minerals, such as granite

and ask students if they can use their detective work to iden-
tify the minerals in the rock. 

2.  Using four or five rock or mineral samples and their accompa-
nying product, have the children play a matching game.  Give
half the children samples and the other half products or pic-
tures of products.  Give them one minute to find their “mate.”
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Change objects and pictures several times so the children can
become familiar with more than one sample/product match. 

3.  Make charts to show physical characteristics of rocks and min-
erals.  Label heavy stock or cardboard as follows and have the
children create T tables with the labels.  

•  HEAVY - LIGHT
•  BRIGHT - DULL
•  HARD - SOFT
•  COLORFUL - CLEAR
•  MAGNETIC - NON MAGNETIC

Names of rocks and minerals could be added later if you wish.

To Know and Do More
H. I. Peeples, Where Does This Come From? Penney, (1988) is an ex-
cellent book about how pennies are made.  It is published by Con-
temporary Books, Inc., 180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL
60601.

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

Biotite is named for the
French physicist Biot, who

lived from 1774 to 1862.
This mineral is a kind 
of mica, often called 

“black mica.”

WHAT THE TOOL DOES:  The Geiger counter is a tool that was devel-
oped by H. Geiger and E. W. Muller in 1928.  It has a glass tube about
three-fourths of an inch in diameter which has been filled with a gas,
usually argon.  Inside the glass tube is a copper cylinder which is
about four inches long.  Both the copper cylinder and the end of the
glass tube are connected to a source of electricity.  The Geiger counter
is used to help locate minerals such as carnotite or uraninite, which are
ores of uranium.  When the tube of the Geiger counter comes near ra-
dioactive materials, fast moving, high energy particles which are
always being given off by the radioactive minerals, pass through the
glass tube.  As they do, they cause the electricity to flow in the tube.
The Geiger counter has a loud speaker which produces a sound as
each particle moves through the tube.  The more uranium in an area,
the more radioactive particles are given off by the mineral, and the
more clicks from a Geiger counter.

WHO USES THE TOOL:  Prospectors or geologists use the tool in their
search for radioactive minerals.

WHERE THE TOOL IS FOUND:  The Geiger counter would be carried
along as part of an exploration geologist’s equipment.

GEIGER COUNTERT O O L  O F  T H E  T R A D E
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